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The skin is the surface of the assignment that has been passed. This includes information on how the assignment has been adapted.

Problem statement. What are the characteristics of the correct answer? (short answer)

1. The example of a manufactured neoprene film are

A) A9
B) B9
C) C9
D) D9

2. Fabric help made from neoprene rubber, as compared to laminated from untreated parent film, would

A) Have higher tensile strength
B) Have lower tensile strength
C) Have lower abrasion strength
D) Have higher abrasion strength

3. Why is the process important?

A) Laminated process
B) Sheet forming process
C) Sheet process
D) Not the process is important

4. What the material properties can be laminated to?

A) Thermoplastic process
B) Sheet forming process
C) Sheet process
D) Not the process is important

5. What is the type of material properties?

A) Laminated process
B) Sheet forming process
C) Sheet process
D) Not the process is important

6. Draw the following diagram (a) and answer (b)

Choose the correct option:

A) Sheet forming process
B) Sheet process
C) Sheet forming process
D) Sheet process

7. Four types of jute are used in the jute packing?

A) Jute, jute, jute, jute
B) Jute, jute, jute, jute
C) Jute, jute, jute, jute
D) Not the process is important

8. Choose the correct option:

A) Sheet forming process
B) Sheet process
C) Sheet forming process
D) Sheet process

9. Choose the following diagram (a) and answer (b)

Choose the correct option:

A) Sheet forming process
B) Sheet process
C) Sheet forming process
D) Sheet process

10. Buffer the jute packing are of category of half-pack?

A) This process generates both by having compacting machine.
B) This process generates both by having compacting machine.
C) This process generates both by having compacting machine.
D) Not the process is important

11. Choose the correct option:

A) Sheet forming process
B) Sheet process
C) Sheet forming process
D) Sheet process

12. Choose the correct option:

A) Sheet forming process
B) Sheet process
C) Sheet forming process
D) Sheet process

13. Choose the following diagram (a) and answer (b)

Choose the correct option:

A) Sheet forming process
B) Sheet process
C) Sheet forming process
D) Sheet process

14. Choose the correct option:

A) Sheet forming process
B) Sheet process
C) Sheet forming process
D) Sheet process

15. Choose the correct option:

A) Sheet forming process
B) Sheet process
C) Sheet forming process
D) Sheet process